Just Kisses
AUTUMN
BLISS
Designed by Darlene Zimmerman
www.feedsacklady.com

Featuring

Finished quilt measures: 58-1/2” x 67”

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Fabric and Supplies Needed
Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

A

K001-957
TIGERLILY

2 yards

K001-443
CEDAR

*included in
fat quarter
pack

B

K001-1069
CHAMPAGNE

1-1/2 yards

K001-482
TERRACOTTA

*included in
fat quarter
pack

FQ-911-12
RATATOILLE
Fat Quarter Pack
including:

1 fat
quarter
pack*

K001-150
PAPRIKA

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-353
SUNFLOWER

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-1075
CINNAMON

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-148
DAFFODIL

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-159
SPICE

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-1704
OCHRE

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-1237
MOCHA

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-349
BUTTERSCOTCH

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-1045
BROWN

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-1479
AMBER

*included in
fat quarter
pack

K001-957
TIGERLILY

5/8 yards

Copyright 2017, Robert Kaufman
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Binding*

*Also used for Fabric A

You will also need:
3-1/2 yards for backing
Optional: Easy Angle ruler
Companion Angle ruler
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Notes Before You Begin
- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted.
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Cutting Instructions
From Fabric A, cut:
five 1-1/2” x WOF strips.
Subcut twenty-eight 1-1/2” x 6-1/2” sashing rectangles.
six 1-1/2” x 55-1/2” strips cut lengthwise for sashing.
four 6-1/2” x 62” strips cut lengthwise for borders.
From Fabric B, cut:
five 2-1/2” x WOF strips.
Subcut sixty-six 2-1/2” squares
**six 2-1/2” x WOF strips.
Subcut one-hundred and thirty-two Easy Angle Triangles.
**Note: If not using the Easy Angle Ruler, cut five 2-7/8” strips instead, then subcut
sixty-six 2-7/8” squares. Cut each square once on the diagonal.
***nine 1-3/4” x WOF strips.
Subcut into one-hundred and seventy-five Companion Angle triangles.
***Note: If not using the Easy Angle Ruler, cut four 3-3/4” strips instead, then subcut
forty-four 3-3/4” squares. Cut each square along both diagonals.
From Brown Fat Quarter, cut:
two 3-1/2” x 20” strips.
Subcut thirty-three 3/4” x 3-1/2” rectangles for the stems.
From each of the remaining 11 solid colors, cut:
three 2-1/2” x 20” strips.
Subcut three 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” rectangles, three 2-1/2” squares, and twelve Easy Angle
triangles.
three 2” x 20” strips for the strip sets.
From the binding fabric, cut:
seven 2-1/2” x WOF strips for binding.
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Assembling the Maple Leaf Blocks
Step 1 Pair each Fabric B triangle with a solid color triangle, cut from the fat
quarters. Sew together to form half-square triangles. Press toward the darker
fabric.

Step 2 Mark a diagonal line on the front side of thirty-three – 2-1/2” Fabric
B squares, marking 1/8” off center.

Step 3 Align an edge of the 3/4” wide brown strip
with the line. Sew a 1/4” seam. Roll and tuck the
edge of the brown strip opposite the seam wrap
to around the raw edge and be underneath the
edge closest to the seam, creating a stem. Stitch
down by hand or machine. Make thirty-three stem
units.
Step 4 Arrange the squares, triangles, rectangle and stem units as shown below. Follow
pressing directions. Make thirty-three leaf blocks, each measuring 6-1/2” square.
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Assembling the Indian Corn Rows

Step 1 Sew a variety of four solid colors
together into a strip set. Repeat to make a
total of eight strip sets. Press the seams all
one direction.

Step 2 Cut the strip sets into 2” wide units.
Cut eighty units. Set aside six units to be
used for the ends of the rows.

Step 3 Sew a Fabric B triangle to the left side of each unit as
shown. The triangles will be larger than needed to allow for
trimming the edges later.

Step 4 Sew a Fabric B triangle to the right side of each
unit as shown. Press the seams in the same direction as
the colored squares.

Step 5 Sew twenty-four units from Step 4
together off-setting each row as shown,
and alternating the direction of the seam
allowances in each row. Repeat to make a
total of three long columns.
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Step 6 Using two of the remaining Step 2 units, seam rip the
center seam to create two sets of two squares each, then sew
light triangles on as shown. Make three. Press.
Step 7 Using three of the remaining Step 2 units, seam rip the
seam to remove one square, creating a sets of three squares
and one single square each, then sew Fabric B triangles on as
shown. Make three of each. Press.

Step 8 Sew two Fabric B triangles together as shown. Make three. Press. Sew
to the top of the Step 6 unit to make three corner units. Press.
Step 9 Before sewing the corner unit to one end of the Indian Corn row, remove the Fabric
B triangle indicated in the illustration. Sew the corner unit to the end of the Indian Corn row.
Press. Add the leftover triangle, turned, to complete the opposite corner. Press.

Step 10 Sew the Step 7 units to the remaining end of the Indian Corn row. Press. Sew a Fabric
B triangle to the unfinished corner, as shown. Carefully trim the sides of the Indian Corn row,
trimming only enough to barely straighten the edge. At this point the strip should measure
approximately 6” wide.
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Assembling the Quilt
Step 1 Arrange the leaf blocks in four vertical rows of eight blocks
(there will be one block left over for a signature block). Sew the
sashing rectangles between the blocks, pressing toward the sashing.
Step 2 The rows should measure 55-1/2” long. Trim the Indian Corn
rows to the same length as the leaf rows. If necessary, take in or let
out a few seams to make it fit.
Step 3 Alternating the leaf rows and the Indian Corn rows, sew the
rows together with the 1-1/2” wide sashing strips to create the quilt
top. Press toward the sashing strips.
Step 4 Trim two 6-1/2” border strips to 55-1/2”. Sew to the sides of the
quilt. Press towards the border strips.
Step 5 Measure and trim two 6-1/2” borders strips the width of
the quilt. Sew to the top and bottom of the quilt. Press toward the
borders.

Finishing the Quilt
Your quilt top is complete! Baste, quilt, bind and enjoy! Sign and date the leftover leaf block
and stitch it to the back of the quilt.

This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without the
express permission from Robert Kaufman Fabrics. This pattern is not for resale. All patterns, unless otherwise
attributed, are © Robert Kaufman Co., Inc. 2005-2017. All rights reserved.
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